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About This Game

What do you think, in what conditions do you play football in Russia in small towns and villages? In this game, you can enjoy
the Russian atmosphere of football and punch a penalty to the intoxicated goalkeeper! Your familiar drinking companions will
put to you a wall (to close the gate) that it would be harder for you to score a goal. In the game, your task is to score three goals

out of four to earn the maximum number of game points.
Use the arrow keys to spin the ball in his flight.

 Features:
 - Russian atmosphere

 - You can kick the ball into the car and you will not have anything for it
 - Hit the ball drunk spectators

 - Adjust the height of the impact, the force of impact with the mouse.
 - Ability to twist the ball after a strike.
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Title: Football Russian 20!8
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Another game that failed to properly deliver a horror story. Our objective is to pass through individual stages that require a
100% stealth play style because otherwise our character will end up dead after a pointless run. Besides annoying, very loud
audio jumpscares which have the potential to damage your sense of hearing the only danger we have to face is the Phantaruk
and our own clones. The big guy is easy to trick by going underneath a desk and waiting a second but the duplicates are an
absolute nightmare. Most of them are passive or at least seem like it because a clone who didn't give a damn when you walked
right underneath his nose can all suddenly decide to attack you from the back 5 seconds later. Because of such nonsense I really
regretted the fact that the game doesn't have any guns in it. If it did I would really have to think over if I should aim it at the
clones or my own head.. great game! love the art style, some nice squad\/weapon\/outfit customization and upgrades, game's just
all around fun and relatively easy to pick up. Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can see myself
getting way into this game. It's a very simple game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus it looks
great in VR! Very pretty setting and the dragon looks awesome.

One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global leaderboard
would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!

My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you
will really like this too!. Pretty solid game. The only things locked off are (the majority of) theming materials in the level editor
which can be only obtained through purchasing the full game. Overall if you want an oldschool multiplayer FPS like doom for
free download it, if you want to easily make levels for said game, buy it.. This game is really fun, from start you will do little
managing, until bars for mercenaries are needed and if you add a gambling table for Generals, hell, you should get your game
up.

As it is in Early Access, i expect many things to come and that i will stay updated on what will the game bring at me for many
hours, days or months of fun.. Absolutely beautiful game, and I really liked the different models of the parshendi and
chasmfiends, and how they represented the ones from the books very well. However. The problems with gameplay are too, well,
problematic for it to be worth playing. I was so looking forward to running around the Shattered Plains, lashing myself to
anything and everything, throwing things around like crazy, but I encountered gamebreaking bugs not even 2 minutes in. I
restarted the game and got past the first one, then one of the parshendi in the chasmfiend battle bugged out and couldn't die, so I
couldn't even finish it. At this point I was fed up with the bugs and the lack of actual depth in the game so I stopped trying..
Decent Brain Teaser in
arranging alphabets in order within limited moves. (hard)

Completing all puzzles in Hard difficulty
will trigger both Hard and Easy upon total completion.

Playable.
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If you like breakout kind of games, this is pretty superb. If you're a fan of Crystal Castles style music, then the soundtrack is
amazing!

Lots of fun at a great price (esp. when on sale!). if u put time in to the game u will see most these people are not playing any
hours to lern or no the game well to make a point. if they had played long they would had seen there iS A GPS stystem u have to
buy for your truck then u will no were to go. all and all its a hell of a great game even if it cost a 100$ noing what I no about the
game I would had payed and amount of cash for it. yup still 1 of my most favort game great replay abitly. I will aways come
back to this game. for a cheap game it offers a lot. and is for most part changing game. I feel like a god then get
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665haned to me in a wreak. and lose every thing. this game is a classic u can bye trucks. and
for most part I love most about that game is grind 1 more hour just so I can play the new truch with a diffrent driveing style.
well 1 hour truneds into 24 hours with no food or sleep. this game also made me wont to bye a real truck in real life. and it maby
me love truchs so much I spent some time learning about these trucks in real life. This gave me brain hurt (in a good way). 10
out of 10.. For the price it's ok. I was hopeing for something hard. It is super basic.. With NaissanceE, haunting and eerie world
design is the name of the game. Unique architecture and overflowing creativity crawls over every surface of this game's
geometry. A world without purpose, or at least one not immediately evident, lends to the frightening aspect of exploring an
abandoned and ghastly visage of a dense city.

The game's story is very minimalistic, you are a girl, you are lost, so get yourself un-lost. This is in no way a bad thing, the game
sets forth to create an eerie and interesting, yet frightening atmosphere, and hits a home run on the first swing. Find your way
through the city, and maybe find out what's behind it all, before it finds you.

Rest assured that NaissanceE is here to inspire awe in the player as they enter into unspeakably large chambers and strike fear
and unease as the player crawls through the tiniest shafts. Exploring the world and seeing all there is to see is part of the fun of
the game as you make your escape from the city that light forgot. The platforming aspect of the game is light, and the puzzling
aspect even lighter. These aspects are present, and well implemented no matter how prevalent they are.

For the low, low price of free, you'll find the experience extremely worthwhile for the price. I invite you to dive in and see for
yourself the beautifully constructed, dream-like world of NaissanceE. 10\/10 game for experience, atmosphere, and accessibility
to players of any price range.. pcmasterracing at its finest

hey you..yes you do you like going fast upside down? do you like torture racers / twitch racers, and rage simulators!!??!! then
this may be the racing game for you

+1,000,000's of user generated tracks
+great level editor
+high speed arcade racing
+fully moddable cars/skins
+batshit insane upside down loops and♥♥♥♥♥♥.. this is not F1
- some track types/servers have a high learning curve and could be off putting for new players (e.g. fullspeed)
- one annoying bug relating to car skins ...nothing game breaking

if you like TM nations forever this is a nice little graphical upgrade
if you've only played TM canyon/valley .. this is way better get this
if youve never played TM i recomend this game 100% but i warn ye now this is a frustrating game when you first start playing...
you will die
you will DNF
you will crash on the same section of track over and over and over
and you will love it

. Fun game, with good controls and some quirky humor. Was a fun experiance playing casually, and I could see a Speedrun of
this game being very entertaining, both to watch and to try. At the end of the day, this game is worth your money for sure. I look
forward to what this developer has in store for the future!
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